PARCOURS VTT 1 | 4.4 km
«AROUND THE CHATEAU»
This is an easy trail around the Château, with
a few relatively steep-but-short climbs, plus
several short cuts leading back to the departure
point. Technically speaking, it features no major
difficulties and the downhill sections are pretty
smooth. The end of the trail crosses two wooden
bridges.

PARCOURS VTT 2 | 7.4 km
«LE PONT ROMAIN»
This highly-varied trail winds through the forest
in the shade of evergreen oaks and maritime
pines, crossing footpaths, lanes, wooden
bridges and a stone bridge. Points of interest:
Ancient buried stone oven, giant maritime pines,
wooden bridges, little stone bridge, Roman
bridge, botanical footpath.
PARCOURS VTT 3 | 6.6 km
«LES OUSSIAYES»
This trail goes through part of the vineyard and
up to the highest point of the estate, where you
can enjoy exceptional panoramic views over the
sea and surrounding hills.

MOUNTAIN BIKE
ITINERARIES
Our vast estate is criss-crossed
with stony, winding tracks, perfect
for mountain biking. Château de
Berne offers 4 well-maintained and
signposted itineraries of varying
lengths and difficulty, so that
every mountain biking fan can
have fun in all safety while enjoying
the estate’s beautiful scenery, flora
and fauna.
Mountain bike guide available at
the Wine Cellar.

PARCOURS VTT 4 | 9.5 km
«LES GOMBERTS»
This varied trail alternates lanes, footpaths,
tracks and technical uphill and downhill sections. The first stretch is the same as for Trail
n° 3 and is the most physically demanding as it
comes just after the start. The next, easy, section through he vines lets you get your breath
back before a short-but-tricky downhill run. The
stretch between Le Berger and Gombert is fast,
and the rest of the course offers all the features
of o good mountain bike trail, with stony downhills and short, strenuous uphills.
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